Sensor-augmented CSII therapy with predictive low-glucose suspend following total pancreatectomy
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Summary

Pancreatogenic diabetes is characterised by recurrent severe hypoglycaemia due to changes in both endocrine and exocrine functions. There are no guidelines to manage these individuals. Herein, we describe the post-operative management of two people who developed pancreatogenic diabetes following total pancreatectomy for neuroendocrine malignancy. In both individuals, diabetes was managed using sensor-augmented predictive low-glucose suspend continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII). We demonstrate the benefit of sensor-augmented CSII in averting hypoglycaemia whilst optimising glycaemic control. Expected rates of severe hypoglycaemia in individuals with pancreatogenic diabetes can be averted with the use of continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) technology, optimising quality of life and reducing the risk of diabetes-related complications.

Background

Pancreatogenic diabetes is caused by pancreatic pathology, including benign and metastatic disease, pancreatitis or resection of the pancreas (1). The incidence of diabetes following pancreatic surgery varies with the extent of resection; however, it accounts for approximately 8% of all cases of pancreatogenic diabetes (2). Following total pancreatectomy, there is a universal requirement for insulin; however post-distal or pancreaticoduodenectomy, a new diabetes diagnosis has been reported in 31% and 18% of the cases, respectively (1). With increased incidence of, and survival following pancreatic surgery, pancreatogenic diabetes will become increasingly prevalent (2).

There are no specific guidelines to manage pancreatogenic diabetes; however, achieving glycaemic control can be challenging. People with pancreatogenic diabetes are classified as ‘brittle’, due to the loss of...
insulin, glucagon and pancreatic polypeptide. Following pancreatectomy, there is increased peripheral insulin sensitivity due to upregulation of peripheral insulin receptors as a result of insulin deficiency. Concurrently, hepatic insulin receptors are downregulated, leading to lack of insulin-induced suppression of hepatic gluconeogenesis and hyperglycaemia (3). This hepatic resistance may be mediated by a loss of pancreatic polypeptide. In addition, lack of glucagon impairs hypoglycaemia response (4). Susceptibility to hypoglycaemia is further exacerbated with the loss of exocrine pancreatic function, malabsorption and variable glucose absorption post-prandially (3). Hypoglycaemia is frequent post-pancreatectomy, with one study estimating 10 hypoglycaemic events per patient per month and a 40% overall rate of severe hypoglycaemia (5). Despite difficulties in achieving tight glycaemic control without recurrent hypoglycaemia, people with pancreatogenic diabetes are at risk of micro- and macrovascular complications (3).

Continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) combined with continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) may be an effective tool to manage these individuals. In particular, recent advances with predictive low-glucose management (PLGM) suspend, as in the Medtronic MiniMed 640G, may facilitate hypoglycaemia avoidance. Here, we present the management of two people with pancreatogenic diabetes and the novel role of sensor-augmented CSII therapy in their treatment.

Case presentation

Case 1

A 33-year-old man presented with recurrent parathyroid-dependent hypercalcaemia. Investigations identified a pancreatic neuroendocrine tumour, and multiple endocrine neoplasia Type 1 (MEN1) was phenotypically and genetically confirmed (MEN1 c.628_631del (p.Thr210Serfs*13)). Hypercalcaemia persisted despite bisphosphonates, sandostatin, chemotherapy and peptide receptor radionuclide therapy. Fifteen months later, he proceeded to surgical resection with a total pancreaticoduodenectomy, en bloc spondylectomy, subtotal gastrectomy, right hemicolecetomy, left adrenalectomy and removal of hepatic metastases. Following surgery, he developed hypocalcaemia. Post-operatively, his recovery was slow with the diagnosis of pancreatogenic diabetes complicated by parenteral feeding. Labile blood glucose required frequent endocrinology team review and prolonged his hospital admission.

Case 2

A 64-year-old woman presented with symptoms of reactive hypoglycaemia and was diagnosed with a pancreatic mass on CT. She proceeded to distal pancreatectomy and was diagnosed with a glucagon-producing low-grade neuroendocrine tumour. Following surgery, her hypoglycaemic symptoms persisted and fasting glucagon remained elevated (1019 pg/mL (40–140)). Progress gallium DOTA-TATE PET identified DOTA-TATE avid lesions within the anterior pancreas, which proceeded to enlarge despite medical therapy with octreotide. One year later, she underwent a completion pancreatectomy and histology was consistent with alpha cell hyperplasia and islet cell tumour. There was no evidence of metastasis. Management of hyperglycaemia following surgery became the treatment focus.

Investigation

Summary of initial investigations included in the case presentation, diagnostic work up of pancreatic pathology not the main focus of the case series so not included here.

Treatment

Case 1

He was initially managed with an intravenous insulin infusion, and then transitioned to subcutaneous insulin (twice daily glargine supplemented with meal time aspart) with an altered glycaemic target (8–12 mmol/L) due to fear of hypoglycaemia. Throughout his hospital admission, glycaemic control ranged from 2 to 22.0 mmol/L, with frequent hypoglycaemic episodes. One month post-discharge, he was commenced on CSII and CGM via the Medtronic MiniMed 640G sensor-augmented insulin pump system. The PLGM suspend feature enabled the suspension of the pump infusion when sensor glucose fell below 4.2 mmol/L (Fig. 1). He attended for a weekly review of CGM and pump adjustment.

Case 2

Post-operatively, she was commenced on subcutaneous insulin (bd glargine and aspart) within 24 h of her surgery, albeit with a higher glycaemic target (8–12 mmol/L) due to concern regarding hypoglycaemia. Following discharge, glycaemic control was difficult due to recurrent hypoglycaemia and severe gastroparesis. Her diet was predominantly liquid based, and despite
regular domperidone therapy, her symptoms were not controlled. Blood glucose levels ranged between 3 and 18 mmol/L, with daily hypoglycaemia (particularly nocturnal) and an HbA1c of 8.1% (65 mmol/mol). She reported severe anxiety that impacted her daily life. 18 months post her completion of pancreatectomy, she was commenced on CSII and CGM via the Medtronic MiniMed 640G sensor-augmented insulin pump. She experienced ongoing gastroparesis and the dual-wave feature was beneficial in matching insulin release to postprandial glucose absorption. Hypoglycaemia was reduced with sensor use, and HbA1c decreased to 7.5% (59 mmol/mol) (Figure 2).

**Outcome and follow-up**

**Case 1**

As a result of the sensor-augmented pump, hypoglycaemia was successfully avoided. Eighteen months following surgery, his HbA1c was maintained at 6.2% (44 mmol/mol). The patient has experienced only mild and infrequent hypoglycaemia. He is managing his diabetes successfully with the ongoing use of CGM and has been able to return to work and normal activities of daily living.

**Case 2**

One year following commencement of the sensor-augmented pump, gastroparesis symptoms and anxiety significantly improved, hypoglycaemia was mild and infrequent and her HbA1c improved to 7% (53 mmol/mol).

**Discussion**

Closed-loop insulin pumps have been successfully used peri-operatively in individuals undergoing pancreatic resection, achieving glycaemic control without hypoglycaemia (6). A randomised study of 30 people post pancreatic resection demonstrated significantly improved glycaemic control peri-operatively in the closed-loop insulin pump group compared to multiple daily injection, with no difference in hypoglycaemia rates (7). A small study of individuals following total pancreatectomy (including 3 treated by CSII) found that glycaemic control and the incidence of hypoglycaemia did not differ to patients with Type 1 diabetes (4). However, the CSII subset was not analysed individually. To our knowledge, there have been no studies analysing the effect of long-term CSII combined with CGM and PLGM in the pancreatogenic diabetes population.
Real-time CGM, where the user is not blinded to the glucose sensor results, significantly improves glycaemic control and also reduces the frequency of hypoglycaemia amongst patients with Type 1 diabetes (8). Sensor-augmented CSII therapy with a PLGM suspend feature enables the cessation of insulin when sensor glucose reaches, or is predicted to reach a hypoglycaemic range within 30 min (9). The therapy is commercially available in the Medtronic MiniMed 640G insulin pump. PLGM CSII can significantly reduce nocturnal, moderate and severe hypoglycaemia, without a corresponding increase in HbA1c (10). PLGM may significantly reduce the need for hypoglycaemia treatment after an intentional insulin bolus.

The use of a low-glucose suspend sensor-augmented CSII, as in our patients, facilitates intensive insulin therapy whilst avoiding the pitfalls of hypoglycaemia. Low-glucose suspend sensor-augmented CSII should be considered as a viable treatment option for people post-pancreatectomy.
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